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Abstract: The single-baseline solution (SBS) model has been widely adopted by the existing global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) deformation monitoring systems due to its theoretical simplicity
and ease of implementation. However, the SBS model neglects the mathematical correlation between
baselines, and the accuracy and reliability can be degraded for baselines with long length, large height
difference or frequent satellite signal occlusion. When monitoring large-area ground settlement or
long-spanned linear objects such as bridges and railroads, multiple reference stations are frequently
utilized, which can be exploited to improve the monitoring performance. Therefore, this paper
evaluates the multi-baseline solution (MBS) model, and constrained-MBS (CMBS) model that has a
prior constraint of the spatial-correlated tropospheric delay. The reliability and validity of the MBS
model are verified using GPS/BDS datasets from ground settlement deformation monitoring with
a baseline length of about 20 km and a height difference of about 200 m. Numerical results show
that, compared with the SBS model, the MBS model can reduce the positioning standard deviation
(STD) and root-mean-squared (RMS) errors by up to (47.4/51.3/66.2%) and (56.9/60.4/58.4%) in
the north/east/up components, respectively. Moreover, the combined GPS/BDS positioning per-
formance for the MBS model outperforms the GPS-only and BDS-only positioning models, with an
average accuracy improvement of about 13.8 and 25.8%, with the highest accuracy improvement
of about 41.6 and 43.8%, respectively. With the additional tropospheric delay constraint, the CMBS
model improves the monitoring precision in the up direction by about 45.0%.

Keywords: relative positioning; GPS/BDS; multi-baseline solution; deformation monitoring

1. Introduction

The global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is an all-weather, real-time system with
high-accuracy and high-automation; therefore, it has been widely used in the field of
deformation monitoring in recent decades [1–3]. A GNSS deformation monitoring system,
in general, employs relative positioning that can achieve millimeter accuracy since errors
such as clock error, orbital error, and atmospheric delay are eliminated or attenuated [4,5].
The relative positioning is commonly implemented in simple single-baseline solution
(SBS) models. However, satellite signal occlusion and low-quality satellite observations
frequently present in the complex environments of deformation monitoring, result in
limited positioning accuracy and reliability [6]. In recent years, the rapid development
of multiple GNSSs has obviously increased the available satellite numbers and GNSS
observations for deformation monitoring [7,8]. For example, in experiments with simulated
signal oscillation, Roberts et al. [9] found that combining GPS and BDS observations could
improve the positioning accuracy especially for the height component. In experiments
using real data from a large loess landslide and a simulated slow deformation test, Huang
et al. [10] verified that the GPS/BDS solution could significantly enhance positioning
reliability and accuracy. Xi et al. [11] found that, in bridge deformation monitoring, the
accuracy of combined GPS/BDS positioning was higher than that of a single GNSS system
by 20–30%.
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Another issue of the traditional SBS model is the residual tropospheric delay. Tropo-
spheric delays, especially in baselines with large height differences or long lengths, cannot
be eliminated by operations such as differencing and simple parameter estimation, leading
to serious degradation of the monitoring accuracy [12–20]. Many data processing strategies
have been proposed to reduce the influence of the residual troposphere delay in relative
positioning. For example, Li et al. [21] introduced the relative zenith tropospheric delay
(RZTD) parameter into the ambiguity function method (AFM) equation to improve the ac-
curacy and reliability of tropospheric parameter estimation for deformation monitoring of
super high-rise buildings. Jacek [22] proposed a multi-antenna atmospheric error constraint
algorithm for multiple baselines to improve the ambiguity success rate of medium-long
baselines in RTK. Although multiple antennas provide more observations, the geometric
strength of the constraint is limited since the distance between antennas is short.

Multiple reference stations are widely used in GNSS deformation monitoring projects
especially for those with a large monitoring area [23]. As a result, the multi-baseline
solution (MBS) model is sometimes more practical. The MBS model is theoretically more
rigorous than the SBS model since it considers inter-baseline correlation. More importantly,
MBS enhances the satellite geometry and increases observation redundancy [24]. For
example, Amin et al. [25] employed the MBS model to increase the reliability of GPS
monitoring networks by adopting a uniform datum and eliminating synchronous baseline
closure errors in the optimal design of large GNSS control networks. Wang et al. [26]
enhanced the availability of RTK positioning by roughly 10% using a multi-reference
station constraint algorithm based on the equivalence principle in autonomous vehicle
navigation. Fan et al. [27] proposed a dual-antenna RTK algorithm with baseline vector
constraint to improve the system ambiguity resolution (AR) success rate from 48 to 85%.
The MBS model has been less explored in deformation monitoring than the SBS model. One
important reason is that in MBS the stochastic model for differential observations becomes
more sophisticated [28]. Most of the present commercial software is developed based on the
SBS model [29–31]. To solve this problem, some researchers have proposed the equivalent
double-differenced (DD) observation equations [32–34], in which a transformation matrix
is generated to eliminate receiver clock errors and satellite clock errors. Although the
equivalent DD equations can preserve the diagonality of the stochastic model, the solution
is still inefficient due to the transformation matrix. Previous research of the MBS mainly
focused on the solutions of large control networks, the improvement of the ambiguity fixing
rate for dynamic positioning, and the complexity reduction of the solutions of traditional
DD equations.

Section 2 gives the data processing strategy of the MBS model. We first derive a
multi-baseline mathematical model based on the traditional DD observation equation, and
then constrain the MBS model on the tropospheric parameters between multiple baselines
based on their spatial correlation. In Section 3, a comparative analysis with the SBS model
was performed using actual observation datasets to verify and evaluate the performance of
the proposed method. The datasets contained baselines with medium-long lengths and
large height differences. The experiments were conducted to analyze the performance of
the MBS model under different combinations of reference stations, satellite systems, and
height differences. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. Methods
2.1. MBS Mathematical Model
2.1.1. Function Model

As shown in Figure 1, there are m reference stations and one rover station tracking
n satellites synchronously, forming m independent baselines. Taking the single-GNSS
double-baseline situation as an example, there are nj and nk common satellites between the
rover station and the j-th and k-th reference stations, respectively. The carrier phase and
code DD observation equations of the epoch ti can be respectively expressed as:
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Figure 1. Schematic graph of relative positioning with one rover station and multiple
reference stations.
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(1)

where ∇∆ is the DD operator. L and P represent the carrier phase and code observations,
respectively. lj and lk are the reference satellites of the j-th and k-th baselines. qj and qk are
the common satellites of the j-th and k-th baselines. r denotes the rover station. bj and bk
denote the j-th and k-th reference stations, and ρ denotes the geometric distance between
the receiver and the satellite. I denotes ionospheric delay, which is deemed minor enough
to be ignored after DD for short baselines, and can be eliminated using a dual-frequency
ionosphere-free (IF) linear combination for medium-long baselines. T denotes tropospheric
delay, which can be neglected for short baselines, and can be reduced by random walk
parameter estimation in the case of medium-long baselines or large height differences. λ
denotes the wavelength of the carrier phase. N is the phase ambiguity. ε and δ represent
the measurement noise of the carrier phase and code, respectively.

2.1.2. Stochastic Model

The following stochastic model based on the elevation angle is utilized in this study [35].
The variance of the undifferenced (UD) observations can be expressed as:

σ2 = a2 +
b2

sin2(Ele)
(2)

where represents the variance of UD observations. is the satellite elevation angle. It is
assumed that the standard deviation of the code observations is 100 times that of the carrier
phase, with for the carrier phase and for the code. The variance-covariance matrices of the
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UD carrier phase observations of the -th, -th reference station, and the rover station can be
expressed as Equation (3).

Rbj ,ϕ = diag(σ2

ϕ
lj
bj

, . . . , σ2
ϕ

qj
bj

)

nj

Rbk ,ϕ = diag(σ2
ϕ
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bk
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ϕ
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)
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Rr,ϕ = diag(σ2

ϕ
lj
r
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ϕ
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r

, . . . , σ2
ϕ

qmax
r

)
nmax

(3)

where and are, respectively, the numbers of the common satellites of the rover station and
the -th and -th reference stations. is the total number of common satellites in baselines.

According to the error propagation law, the variance-covariance matrix of the single-
differenced (SD) carrier phase observations of baselines can be derived as:

RSingle
rb,ϕ =


Ẽn1nmax Rr,ϕẼT

nmaxn1
+ Rb1,ϕ Ẽn1nmax Rr,ϕẼT

nmaxn2
· · · Ẽn1nmax Rr,ϕẼT

nmaxnm

Ẽn2nmax Rr,ϕẼT
nmaxn1

Ẽn2nmax Rr,ϕẼT
nmaxn2

+ Rb2,ϕ · · · Ẽn2nmax Rr,ϕẼT
nmaxnm

...
...

. . .
...

Ẽnmnmax Rr,ϕẼT
nmaxn1

Ẽnmnmax Rr,ϕẼT
nmaxn2

· · · Ẽnmnmax Rr,ϕẼT
nmaxnm + Rbm,ϕ


m×m

(4)

where Ẽninmax is the SD operator between stations, i = 1, 2, . . . , j, k, . . . m.
Equation (4) can be divided into diagonal submatrix Ẽninmax Rr,ϕẼT

nmaxni
+ Rbi ,ϕ and non-

diagonal submatrix Ẽninmax Rr,ϕẼT
nmaxni+1

. The diagonal submatrix can be simplified and ex-
pressed as diag(σ2

ϕ
lj
r

+ σ2

ϕ
lj
bj

, . . . , σ2
ϕ

qj
r
+ σ2

ϕ
qj
bj

)

nj

, which is equal to the inter-station SD stochas-

tic model of SBS. The non-diagonal submatrix is related to common satellites between
baselines, which is essentially the difference between the MBS and SBS stochastic models.

Then the inter-station SD observations of m baselines are differentiated between
satellites to obtain DD observations, which are arranged sequentially based on the order
of stations. According to the variance-covariance error propagation law, the variance-
covariance matrix of DD carrier phase observations can be derived as:

RDouble
rb,ϕ = DRSingle

rb,ϕ DT (5)

D = diag(D1, D2, . . . , Dm)m×m

Di =


−1 1 0 · · · 0
−1 0 1 · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
−1 0 0 · · · 1


(ni−1)×ni

(6)

where D denotes the SD operator between satellites.

2.2. MBS Parameter Estimation

In this section, Kalman filtering (KF) was used for MBS parameter estimation. The
main parameters to be estimated included ambiguities and three-dimensional coordinates.
Additionally, the correlation between the atmospheric errors of the reference station and
the monitoring station decreased as the baseline length or height difference increased. The
DD ionospheric and tropospheric residual errors were no longer negligible for baselines
with medium-long length or large height difference. Ionospheric delay can be eliminated
by using the dual-frequency ionosphere-free (IF) linear combination. The tropospheric
delay can be separated into hydrostatic and wet components, with the hydrostatic delay
being corrected by a specific model at mm level accuracy [36], whereas the wet delay
is more complex and related to the water vapor in the atmosphere, which is difficult to
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accurately model. Therefore, in this paper, the GPT2_1W surface meteorology model was
used to interpolate the station meteorological elements [37], and the hydrostatic delay
was corrected using the Saastamoinen model and the Vienna Mapping Function1 (VMF1)
mapping function [38]. The relative zenith wet delay (RZWD) between the rover and
reference stations has spatial and temporal correlation, thus is estimated as an unknown
parameter of a random walk process.

The state vector of the rover station associated with m baselines is:

X = [Xr, Yr, Zr, RZWDrb1 , . . . , RZWDrbm , ∆∇Nl1q1
rb1

, . . . , , ∆∇Nlmqm
rbm

]
T

(7)

where Xr, Yr, Zr denote the three-dimensional coordinate vector of the rover station. The
coordinate components of the rover stations in each baseline should be the same in the same
epoch. The SBS model treats them as separate parameters, resulting in several baseline
solutions for the same rover station. The MBS model unifies the coordinate parameters of
the rover stations in each baseline in data processing and employs only one set of rover
station coordinate parameters, considerably increasing the model strength.

2.3. A Priori Constraint on Tropospheric Delay

The atmospheric delay errors are characterized by spatial and temporal correlation.
The relationship between the RZWD and the height difference in the j-th and k-th baselines
is considered to be given by the following formula. The exponential function is used to
describe the variation of tropospheric wet delay in the height direction [39–41]:

RZWDrbj

ek∗∆hj
=

RZWDrbk

ek∗∆hk
(8)

where the value of k is empirically set between 1e−5 and 1e−4; ∆hi denotes the height
difference between the rover station and the i-th reference station.

This prior information can be expressed as virtual observations:

AX = M (9)

where X is the unknown state vector.
Taking the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd baselines as examples, coefficient matrix A and constant

matrix M can be expressed as:

A =

[
0 0 0 1/ek∗∆h1 −1/ek∗∆h2 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 1/ek∗∆h1 0 −1/ek∗∆h3 0 . . . 0

]
(10)

M =

(1/ek∗∆h2 − 1/ek∗∆h1

)
∗ ZWD0(r) + 1/ek∗∆h1 ∗ ZWD0(b1)− 1/ek∗∆h2 ∗ ZWD0(b2)(

1/ek∗∆h3 − 1/ek∗∆h1

)
∗ ZWD0(r) + 1/ek∗∆h1 ∗ ZWD0(b1)− 1/ek∗∆h3 ∗ ZWD0(b3)

 (11)

where ZWD0 denotes the wet delay a priori value calculated by the empirical model. The
a priori standard deviation (STD) of the virtual observations is empirically set to 0.001 m.

2.4. Data Processing Strategy

Figure 2 depicts the flow chart of the MBS model. A three-step method was used
to solve the IF combined AR problem [42]. Firstly, the wide-lane (WL) ambiguity was
fixed by rounding, and multi-epoch smoothing was performed using HATCH filtering [43].
Next, the float solution of the IF ambiguity was solved by KF. Then, the L1 ambiguity
float solution was extracted from the IF ambiguity using the WL ambiguity, and the Ll
ambiguity fixing solution was searched using the well-known LAMBDA method. Finally,
the IF ambiguity-fixed solution was obtained.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of multi-baseline relative positioning.

The observation redundancy is considerably increased by the multi-GNSS MBS com-
pared to the single-GNSS SBS [26]. Using more observations inevitably increases the AR
dimension. As the number of AR dimensions increases, the difference in the size of the
residual quadratic corresponding to the optimal candidate solution and the suboptimal
candidate solution of ambiguity becomes less significant, and the ratio value gets close to
1.0, gradually [44]. Therefore, the commonly adopted empirical threshold of 3.0 is too strict
for high-dimension AR, and it is easy to reject the ambiguity that can be fixed correctly.
Empirically, the ratio test threshold for the MBS model should be set at 1.3 to 2.5.

3. Experiments and Analysis

In this section, the MBS model was evaluated by conducting experiments using base-
lines of medium-long lengths and large height differences. The datasets were obtained from
an actual ground settlement monitoring project in Shanxi Province, China. Calculations
were performed in static mode using a self-developed C++ program.

3.1. Medium-Long Baseline Experiment
3.1.1. Experimental Design

To compare the positioning performance of the MBS model and SBS model, an ideal
monitoring environment was firstly considered. Four relatively stable stations with similar
heights were selected. Figure 3 shows the distribution map. The dataset contained dual-
frequency GPS observations of 60 days (from 15 February 2020 to 14 April 2020), with a
sampling interval of 1 min and a cut-off elevation angle of 15◦. Three independent baselines
were formed, using XJ06 as the rover station and XJ12, WJ01, and XJ05 as the reference
stations. The approximate lengths were 16, 20, and 23 km, respectively.

Figure 3. Distribution of medium and long baseline experimental stations.
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Figure 4 shows the position dilution of precision (PDOP) and the number of GPS
satellites tracked by the station XJ06 on 15 February 2020. Station XJ06 tracked 5 to 10 GPS
satellites with PDOP values oscillating at about 2.3.

Figure 4. Number of tracked satellites (blue line) and PDOP values (red line) of station XJ06.

Seven data processing strategies with different reference stations were designed and
are listed in Table 1. Strategies SXJ06

XJ12, SXJ06
WJ01 and SXJ06

XJ05 used the SBS model, with the reference

stations being XJ12, WJ01 and XJ05 respectively. Strategies MXJ06
WJ01+XJ12, MXJ06

WJ01+XJ05 and

MXJ06
XJ05+XJ12 adopted the MBS model with double reference stations (namely, WJ01 + XJ12,

WJ01 + XJ05, and XJ05 + XJ12). Strategy MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05+XJ12 adopted the MBS model using

triple reference stations. It was used to check whether simply increasing the number
of reference stations could have a positive impact on the positioning. GPS L1/L2 IF
combination was used to eliminate ionospheric effect, and the empirical tropospheric
model Saastamoinen was used to reduce the effect of tropospheric delay error. The length
of static solution was 2 h. Daily static solutions were determined using software Bernese
5.0 as the true values.

Table 1. Medium-long baseline experimental processing strategies.

Strategy Reference Stations Rover Station Model Baseline Length/km

SXJ06
XJ12 XJ12 XJ06 SBS 16

SXJ06
WJ01 WJ01 XJ06 SBS 20

SXJ06
XJ05 XJ05 XJ06 SBS 23

MXJ06
WJ01+XJ12 WJ01 + XJ12 XJ06 MBS -

MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05 WJ01 + XJ05 XJ06 MBS -

MXJ06
XJ05+XJ12 XJ05 + XJ12 XJ06 MBS -

MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05+XJ12 WJ01 + XJ05 + XJ12 XJ06 MBS -

3.1.2. Analysis of Monitoring Accuracy for Different Reference Stations

Figure 5 shows the baseline positioning errors of SXJ06
XJ12 and MXJ06

WJ01+XJ05+XJ12.Figure 6
shows the STD and root-mean-square (RMS) values of the positioning errors for the seven
processing strategies in the north (N), east (E), and up (U) components. The correspond-
ing statistics are listed in Table 2, where the improvement rate of the MBS strategy was
calculated compared to the SBS strategy SXJ06

XJ12 with the shortest baseline length. From

Figure 5, it can be seen that the positioning error fluctuation of strategy MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05+XJ12

was significantly smaller than that of SBS strategy SXJ06
XJ12, which fluctuated in the N/E/U
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direction within about 1/1/2 cm, and the rest of the strategies had similar results. The
experimental results showed that the positioning accuracy of the MBS model was higher
than that of the SBS model. The average improvement of coordinate STD values of the MBS
model was approximately 25.7, 19.0, and 21.5% in the N, E, and U components, respectively,
with the maximum improvement of about 31.0%. The average improvement of the RMS
values was about 22.8, 24.2, and 40.0% in the N, E, and U components, respectively, with a
maximum improvement of about 44.8%.

Figure 5. The positioning errors of strategies SXJ06
XJ12 and MXJ06

WJ01+XJ05+XJ12.

Figure 6. The STD (a) and RMS (b) values of the positioning error for SBS and MBS
processing strategies.

It was also clear that the improvement rate of the positioning results was related to the
quality of baselines involved in the MBS solution. Most notably, the positioning accuracy of
strategy MXJ06

WJ01+XJ05 was better than that of the single-baseline strategy. It indicates that in
actual deformation monitoring, if one cannot select a reference station in the near distance,
a higher positioning accuracy can still be achieved by using the MBS model to combined
several distant reference stations.

The positioning accuracy of the triple-baseline strategy was generally better than that
of the double-baseline strategy, indicating that increasing the number of reference stations
benefits the positioning due to an increased observation redundancy. However, the dif-
ference of positioning accuracy between strategy MXJ06

WJ01+XJ05+XJ12 and strategy MXJ06
XJ05+XJ12

was small. This is probably because strategy MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05+XJ12 included baseline WJ01-XJ06,

whose quality was the worst of the three baselines as shown in the single-baseline strategy
results (see Table 2).
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Table 2. The positioning error statistics for SBS and MBS processing strategies with different reference
stations at rover station XJ06.

Strategy
STD/mm Improvement/% RMS/mm Improvement/%

N E U N E U N E U N E U

SXJ06
XJ12 3.4 2.9 7.2 - - - 3.4 3.1 12.5 - - -

SXJ06
WJ01 4.9 4.3 9.9 - - - 4.9 4.4 13.2 - - -

SXJ06
XJ05 3.3 2.4 7.9 - - - 3.5 2.5 10.5 - - -

MXJ06
WJ01+XJ12 2.7 2.8 6.5 20.6 3.5 9.7 2.9 2.8 8.7 14.7 9.7 30.4

MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05 2.6 2.4 5.7 23.5 17.2 20.8 2.7 2.4 6.9 20.6 22.6 44.8

MXJ06
XJ05+XJ12 2.4 2.0 5.3 29.4 31.0 26.4 2.4 2.0 7.3 29.4 35.5 41.6

MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05+XJ12 2.4 2.2 5.1 29.4 24.1 29.2 2.5 2.2 7.1 26.5 29.0 43.2

Average improvement rate - - - 25.7 19.0 21.5 - - 22.8 24.2 40.0

3.2. Large Height Difference Experiment
3.2.1. Experimental Design

Three monitoring stations (YEY2, YEY3, YEY5) equipped with single-frequency re-
ceivers in the ground settlement project were selected to analyze the positioning perfor-
mance of the proposed MBS model in monitoring baselines with large height differences.
Six independent baselines with different height differences were formed with two reference
stations (MDT1, NS01). From the rover to reference stations, the baseline lengths were
about 15 km and the height differences were about 200 m. Figure 7 shows the distribution
map of the stations. The datasets were collected continuously for 60 days, from 15 February
2020 to 14 April 2020, with a sampling interval of 30 s and a satellite cut-off elevation
angle of 15◦. Figure 8 shows the number of visible satellites and PDOPs of station YEY2
on 15 February 2020. In this contribution, G and C stand for GPS and BDS respectively,
PDOP.G and PDOP.C are PDOPs for GPS and BDS. It can be seen that the average number of
visible satellites for the combined GPS/BDS reached 17, while the number of GPS satellites
was only about 7. The PDOP values for GPS/BDS were significantly smaller than those
of GPS-only and BDS-only solutions, indicating that combining GPS/BDS observations
enhances the satellite visibility.

Figure 7. Distribution of large height difference experimental stations.
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Figure 8. Number of tracked satellites and PDOP values of station YEY2.

Table 3 lists eleven strategies to compare the positioning performance of SBS strategies
(e.g., SYEY2

MDT1), single-GNSS strategies (MYEY2(G)
MDT1+NS01 and MYEY2(C)

MDT1+NS01 that respectively using
GPS-only and BDS-only observations), MBS strategies (e.g., MYEY2

MDT1+NS01) and correspond-
ing CMBS strategies (e.g., MYEY2−constraint

MDT1+NS01 ). The session length was 3 h. The reference
coordinates of each station were obtained in the same way as introduced in Section 3.1.
Table 3 also shows the height difference between the rover station and each reference
station. For example, (263 m, 152 m) in strategy MYEY2

MDT1+NS01 indicates that the height
differences between reference stations MDT1 and NS01 and rover station YEY2 were 263
and 152 m, respectively.

Table 3. Large height difference experimental processing strategies.

Strategy Reference
Stations

Rover
Station

Height Differences
w.r.t. Reference

Stations/m
Model Tropospheric

Constraint

SYEY2
MDT1 MDT1 YEY2 263 SBS No

SYEY3
MDT1 MDT1 YEY3 200 SBS No

SYEY5
MDT1 MDT1 YEY5 112 SBS No

MYEY2(G)
MDT1+NS01

MDT1 + NS01 YEY2 (263, 152) MBS No

MYEY2(C)
MDT1+NS01

MDT1 + NS01 YEY2 (263, 152) MBS No

MYEY2
MDT1+NS01 MDT1 + NS01 YEY2 (263, 152) MBS No

MYEY2−constraint
MDT1+NS01 MDT1 + NS01 YEY2 (263, 152) CMBS Yes

MYEY3
MDT1+NS01 MDT1 + NS01 YEY3 (200, 215) MBS No

MYEY3−constraint
MDT1+NS01 MDT1 + NS01 YEY3 (200, 215) CMBS Yes

MYEY5
MDT1+NS01 MDT1 + NS01 YEY5 (112, 303) MBS No

MYEY5−constraint
MDT1+NS01 MDT1 + NS01 YEY5 (112, 303) CMBS Yes

3.2.2. Analysis of Monitoring Accuracy for Different Satellite Systems

Figure 9 presents the positioning errors of YEY2 in N, E, and U components of SBS
processing strategies MYEY2(G)

MDT1+NS01, MYEY2(C)
MDT1+NS01 and MYEY2

MDT1+NS01, and the corresponding
statistics are listed in Table 4. The experimental results showed that the positioning accuracy
of the combined GPS/BDS solutions was superior to those of GPS-only and BDS-only
solutions. Compared with the GPS-only solution, the improvement rates of the STD values
of the combined GPS/BDS were approximately 23.1, 24.0, and 18.4% in the N, E, and U
components, respectively, and the improvement of the RMS values in the U component was
more significant than the horizontal components. Compared with the BDS-only solution,
the improvement rates of the STD values of the combined GPS/BDS were about 33.3, 13.6,
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and 41.6% in the N, E, and U components, respectively, and the improvement rates of the
RMS values were about 14.6, 7.7, and 43.8% in the N, E, and U components, respectively.

Figure 9. The positioning errors of solutions using different satellite systems including GPS-only (a)
and BDS-only (b) at station YEY2.

Table 4. The positioning error statistics of single-GNSS and dual-GNSS strategies.

Strategy
STD/mm Improvement/% RMS/mm Improvement/%

N E U N E U N E U N E U

MYEY2(G)
MDT1+NS01

2.6 2.5 9.8 - - - 3.4 4.7 10.4 - - -

MYEY2(C)
MDT1+NS01

3.0 2.2 13.7 - - - 4.1 5.2 14.4 - - -

MYEY2
MDT1+NS01 2.0 1.9 8.0 23.1 24.0 18.4 3.5 4.8 8.1 −2.9 −2.1 22.1

3.2.3. Analysis of Monitoring Accuracy for Large Height Difference

Figure 10 shows the positioning errors at YEY2 station when using processing strate-
gies SYEY2

MDT1 and MYEY2
MDT1+NS01.Table 5 lists the STD and RMS values of the nine strategies,

as well as the improvement rates of six MBS strategies in comparison to single-baseline
strategies. The results show that the positioning errors of the MBS and CMBS models
were smaller than those of the SBS model. The average performance improvement of
STD values of the MBS and CMBS models was about 40.6, 48.3, and 44.7% in the N, E,
and U components, respectively, with a maximum improvement rate of 66.2%. The av-
erage improvement rate of RMS values was about 36.8, 53.7, and 33.7% in the N, E, and
U components, respectively, with a maximum improvement rate of 60.4%. Thus, in the
deformation monitoring environment with large height differences, the proposed MBS and
CMBS models could have superior positioning performance to the SBS model.

Figure 11 shows the positioning errors of strategies MYEY2
MDT1+NS01 and MYEY2−constraint

MDT1+NS01
in the U component. The STD and RMS values in the U component of the six strategies are
listed in Table 6. It can be seen that the positioning accuracy of the CMBS model was higher
than that of the MBS model, with a maximum improvement of 45.0% for STD values and
29.6% for RMS values. Therefore, the CMBS model could improve the positioning accuracy
in the U direction in the deformation monitoring environment with large height differences.
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Figure 10. The positioning errors of strategies SYEY2
MDT1 and MYEY2

MDT1+NS01.

Table 5. The positioning error statistics of SBS, MBS and CMBS processing strategies with different
height differences.

Strategy
STD/mm Improvement/% RMS/mm Improvement/%

N E U N E U N E U N E U

SYEY2
MDT1 3.8 3.9 13.0 - - - 4.1 10.4 13.7 - - -

SYEY3
MDT1 3.4 4.4 13.8 - - - 5.1 12.0 14.4 - - -

SYEY5
MDT1 3.6 4.6 13.2 - - - 12.2 9.1 13.3 - - -

MYEY2
MDT1+NS01 2.0 1.9 8.0 47.4 51.3 38.5 3.5 4.8 8.1 14.6 53.9 40.9

MYEY2−constraint
MDT1+NS01 2.0 1.9 4.4 47.4 51.3 66.2 3.4 4.8 5.7 17.1 53.9 58.4

MYEY3
MDT1+NS01 2.1 2.2 8.6 38.2 50.0 37.7 2.2 6.4 10.9 56.9 46.7 24.3

MYEY3−constraint
MDT1+NS01 2.1 2.2 5.6 38.2 50.0 59.4 2.2 6.4 9.8 56.9 46.7 31.9

MYEY5
MDT1+NS01 2.3 2.6 8.8 36.1 43.5 33.3 7.6 3.6 10.2 37.7 60.4 23.3

MYEY5−constraint
MDT1+NS01 2.3 2.6 8.8 36.1 43.5 33.3 7.6 3.6 10.2 37.7 60.4 23.3

Average improvement rate - - - 40.6 48.3 44.7 - - - 36.8 53.7 33.7

Figure 11. The positioning error of strategy MYEY2
MDT1+NS01 and MYEY2−constraint

MDT1+NS01 in the U component.
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Table 6. The positioning error of MBS and CMBS processing strategies in the U component.

Strategy STD/mm Improvement/% RMS/mm Improvement/%

MYEY2
MDT1+NS01 8.0 - 8.1 -

MYEY2−constraint
MDT1+NS01 4.4 45.0 5.7 29.6

MYEY3
MDT1+NS01 8.6 - 10.9 -

MYEY3−constraint
MDT1+NS01 5.6 34.9 9.8 10.1

MYEY5
MDT1+NS01 8.8 - 10.2 -

MYEY5−constraint
MDT1+NS01 8.8 0.0 10.2 0.0

4. Conclusions

The existing GNSS deformation monitoring systems often use the SBS model, which
ignores baseline correlation and has limited positioning accuracy when processing baselines
with medium-long lengths or large height differences. In this study, we constructed a
multi-baseline mathematical model based on DD observation equations and adopted a
multi-baseline tropospheric delay estimation method based on a priori constraints on the
tropospheric delay parameters.

Datasets from baselines with medium-long lengths and large height differences were
used to verify the feasibility of the proposed MBS model, and the following conclusions
were obtained from the results:

1. For baselines with medium-long lengths and large height differences, the proposed
MBS model can provide better monitoring performance than the SBS model. Com-
pared with the SBS model, the MBS model can improve the positioning accuracy of
medium-long baselines with an average improvement of about (25.7/19.0/21.5%)
and (22.8/24.2/40.0%) in the N/E/U components, with the highest improvement of
about (29.4/31.0/29.2%) and (29.4/35.5/44.8%) in the N/E/U components, respec-
tively. For baselines with large height differences, compared with the SBS model,
the MBS model can improve the positioning accuracy with an average improvement
of about (40.6/48.3/44.7%) and (36.8/53.7/33.7%) in the N/E/U components, with
the highest improvement of about (47.4/51.3/66.2%) and (56.9/60.4/58.4%) in the
N/E/U components, respectively. The MBS model uses multiple reference stations
thus can improve the positioning model strength and observation redundancy. This is
especially beneficial for applying GNSS in complex monitoring environments such as
canyons, open pits, slopes, large-area ground settlement, and long-spanned bridges
and railroads.

2. The accuracy of the MBS model is related to the number of reference stations and
the quality of the baselines. With comparable baseline quality, the accuracy of the
MBS model improves as the number of reference stations increases. Medium-long
baseline experimental results show that compared with the SBS model, the MBS model
using double reference stations can achieve an average improvement rate of about
24.0%, while the MBS model using triple reference stations can achieve an average
improvement rate of about 30.2%.

3. Compared with GPS-only and BDS-only positioning, the combined GPS/BDS posi-
tioning has an accuracy improvement of an average of 13.8 and 25.8% in the baseline
components. Meanwhile, the proposed CMBS model can improve accuracy in the U
direction and reach up to 45.0%.

Future research will be focused on the application of the MBS approach to near-
real-time dynamic monitoring. Baselines with larger tropospheric residual errors will be
further investigated.
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